EDITORIAL NOTE

For some time it has been the hope of the Publications Committee that a uniform system of abbreviations for periodical titles could be adopted by journals of classical studies, at least by those published on the North American continent. It is the intention, therefore, in this and subsequent issues of Hesperia, to follow the list of abbreviations most recently published by the American Journal of Archaeology in volume 82, pp. 3-8. Those titles unfamiliar to the Hesperia readers may be expanded somewhat. Contributors should note, however, that there is no intention at this time of adopting the AJA style as set forth in “Notes for Contributors,” volume 82, pp. 1-2. Instruction for contributors to Hesperia may be obtained from the Publications Office.

CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDUM


Owing to an error in manufacturing, the following partial letters were omitted from the text, p. 267. Please read as follows:

Line 2: πεί
Line 7: ἀκ
Line 22: εΝ[
Line 32: ΔΔΔ'ν

Also, p. 268, under “Line 22”, for Εάιρτα read Σάιρτα.

Since publication, it has been suggested to the author by S. Dow that βοῖδουν in line 15 is the name of a woman.